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In this paper, we present a first step towards incremental
processing for modeling asynchronous human-robot interac-
tions, to allow closed feedback loops in HRI. We achieve this
by combining the incremental natural language processing
framework InproTK with the human-robot dialog manager
PaMini, which is based on generic interaction patterns. This
enables the robot to provide incremental feedback during
interaction and allows the user to give online feedback and
corrections. We provide a first realization scenario as a proof
of concept for our approach.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial intelligence]: Robotics—Operator inter-
faces; H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]:
User Interfaces—natural language; I.2.7 [Artificial intelli-
gence]: Natural Language Processing
Keywords
Dialog management, HRI, incremental processing, multi-
modal systems, spoken dialog
1. INTRODUCTION
According to current research trends, robots will become
part of our daily private and occupational lives. While very
simple robots, such as vacuum cleaning robots1 or reactive
social robot animals such as the seal robot Paro2, already
belong to the daily lives of a range of households or nursery
homes, more functional and interactively controllable robots
are still lacking. This is because both the functional as well
as the interactive capabilities are still not sufficiently robust.
1http://www.irobot.de/shop/shop
2http://www.parorobots.com
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In our contribution we propose a new approach to pave the
way for more robust interaction capabilities.
One important feature of interactive systems is their“closed
loop” character, which means that the system has to be ca-
pable of reacting to an input given by the user and of pro-
viding a feedback that again affects the user’s next actions
[8]. Such closed loop interactions allow, among others, the
system to learn or to adapt to the user. In active learn-
ing approaches – where the learning system itself chooses
the questions to be asked to a tutor in order to maximize
its performance – it has been shown that it is beneficial if
the segments of information that are requested by the sys-
tem are small, leading to a system that is more frequently
updated by smaller chunks and thus achieving earlier a bet-
ter performance [19]. Similarly, one can observe in human
interactions that feedback signals are not issued in long in-
formation blocks. Rather, feedback signals are provided in
parallel and via a range of different channels or modalities.
Consider, for example, a simple command like “Can you
give me the blue bottle, please?”. In current systems this
utterance would first have to be completely recognized and
parsed before it will be forwarded to the robot system com-
ponents. Once it is in the processing pipeline, a correction
is no longer possible. The user has to wait, because the next
utterance can not be given before the execution of the action
is ended. This example provides several points of interrup-
tion, though. On the one hand, the user could correct or
detail out her/his utterance, e,g. by adding “that one next
to you” (specification) or “I mean the orange one” (correc-
tion). On the other hand, the user could still start to correct
the robot directly after the robot has initiated the action.
For both kinds of interruptions, incremental processing
is required. In the first case, the subsequent parsing com-
ponent would have to be able to relate the subsequent ut-
terance to the first one and to classify it as a specification
or correction of the referent of the first utterance. In that
case the following processing modules would have to be able
to change the targeted reference and possibly to inform the
user of this change. In the second case, the action module
would need to be able to interrupt its current action, e.g. by
retracting the arm or simply by stopping it.
Because of this, incremental processing in such a complex
system is an entirely unknown problem so far. In the follow-
ing we will discuss in more detail the requirements that such
a behavior would impose on the dialog management compo-
nents and how these can be adapted in order to addresses
the raised issues.
2. RELATED WORK
In human-robot interaction (HRI) verbal interaction has
been strongly neglected and dialog modeling is only an emerg-
ing research topic. Where dialog modeling is done, the dialog
is typically in the style of command and control. This means
that the user issues a command to the robot which is then ei-
ther carried out or not understood. Clarification does often
not take place. Yet, experience shows that such interactions
leave it to the user to figure out on her/his own what kinds
of commands can be given to the robot and how they are in-
terpreted. Alternatively, the user has to be briefed generally
by specific command examples, leading to a very stereotyped
interaction that does not allow for subtle corrections which
makes human interaction so efficient. This leads to a brit-
tle and hesitant interaction with short and well-considered
utterances, such as stereotypized commands or brief con-
firmations or negations. In contrast, in order to allow for a
more natural dialog style the system has to deal with a range
of linguistic phenomena, such as speech disfluencies [14] or
parallelized interaction signals. For instance, pauses, repe-
titions or corrections in human speech are still an unsolved
challenge in dialog modeling. Parallelized, non-verbal inter-
action signals such as facial expressions (e.g. sudden surprise
or annoyance) or verbal cues such as an interrupting abor-
tion command are also difficult to handle. These challenges
do not only affect the speech recognition module but also
the sub-sequent processing components, especially the dia-
log modeling component which has to take decisions based
on the results of previous components.
Compared to other application areas, dialog modeling on
robots is a highly complex and yet mostly unsolved task
as this component has to manage the interface between a
range of asynchronous processing events resulting from the
internal robot components on the one side with a range of
asynchronous processing events resulting from the interac-
tion with the user on the other side. So far, no systematic
solution to this challenge has been developed. Due to this
high complexity the vast majority of HRI dialog approaches
are based on finite state machines or statecharts [2, 17] with
the major advantage of simplicity and intuitiveness for the
developer. However, in order to model less restricted inter-
actions, which introduces more states, the dialog graph has
to be enriched leading to a fast growing population of states
which become difficult to handle.
More sophisticated approaches to deal with this challenge
are based on Bayesian networks or partially observable Mar-
kov decision processes (POMDP) [7, 9, 11] which focus on
modeling the highly dynamic and uncertain environment
that robots have to deal with. However, the probability
parameters need to be learned or else be handcrafted which
tends to be quite expensive for more complex interactions.
Traum and Larson [21] propose the information state ap-
proach for dialog management in order to account for up-
dates of information through the ongoing interaction. How-
ever, this approach does not provide a systematic solution
for the asynchronous nature of the underlying processes in
HRI. Peltason and Wrede [13] propose an approach to dialog
management that is based on generic interaction patterns.
These provide a generalized description of interaction struc-
ture, which can be configured easily for a concrete scenario
and have been targeted to deal with asynchronous events of
the robot internal processes which can evoke specific dialog
actions. However, this approach does not facilitate incre-
mental processing which is required to achieve more natural
interactions in HRI [5]. In spoken dialog systems, incre-
mental speech processing has been explored e.g. by Aist et
al. [1], Schuler et al. [16] or Skantze and Hjalmarsson [18].
Schlangen and Skanze propose a general abstract model of
incremental processing [15], which is partially implemented
by Baumann and Schlangen [3]. However, this approach
does not take into account the asynchronous nature of the
underlying robot processing modules which need to be co-
ordinated in order to allow for incremental interaction pro-
cessing.
In the application field of virtual agents incremental pro-
cessing is often operationalized in terms of parallelized feed-
back [20]. The feedback of these virtual agents can have
different modalities, for example verbal utterances (paraver-
bals e.g. ”mhm” or short statements such as ”I see”) or non-
verbal signals such as head nods. These backchannels permit
a more natural interaction with these conversational agents.
In contrast to humans, where these cognition responses are
results from incremental processing of the communication
signals, here they are modeled by independent processing
modules which focus on surface features such as prosody
[4] or gaze, but are agnostic to the semantic or pragmatic
content of the utterance. This can lead to contradicting sig-
nals, with the feedback module producing continuous posi-
tive feedback while the semantic speech processing module
cannot make sense of the input and finally produces a re-
quest for clarification or does not react at all.
In short, in order to enable a robot to provide meaning-
ful incremental feedback during interaction with a user we
have identified two necessary abilities: on the one hand, it
needs to be able to process the verbal and non-verbal user
input in an incremental way, on the other hand, the asyn-
chronous robot system internal events need to be managed
and interleaved with the interaction relevant events.
To achieve this, we propose to combine (1) the “Incremen-
tal Processing Toolkit” (InproTK) [3] for the front-end in-
cremental processing chain with (2) PaMini, a framework for
human-robot interaction management based on generic in-
teraction patterns that handles asynchronous internal robot
system processing events and thus provides an interface to
the back-end processing modules.
3. INCREMENTAL SPEECH PROCESSING
AND ASYNCHRONOUS DIALOG MAN-
AGEMENT
In this section, we will introduce in more detail the exist-
ing speech processing InproTK and robot dialog component
PaMini as a basis for the incremental robot dialog manage-
ment system described in the following section.
3.1 InproTK
The incremental speech processing toolkit InproTK [3] is
capable of dealing with incremental output from a speech
recognition system and to insert or change existing pro-
cessing results when updates (i.e. corrections) are sent by
the previous processing modules. This is achieved by the
definition of incremental units (IUs), organized in buffer
sequences [15]. InproTK realizes this IU -model of incre-
mental processing, where incremental systems consist of a
network of processing modules (see fig. 1) that work on in-
cremental units. These serve as the basic units which can
be subject to (post-hoc) changes during processing, e.g. af-
fecting incrementally produced ASR results or subsequent
syntactic or semantic parsing results. The underlying idea
is based on a sequence of processing modules, which have a
left buffer and a right buffer. These modules take input from
their left buffer, perform some kind of processing and pro-
vide output on the right buffer, which can be the input for
the next processing module. The modules exchange data in
form of incremental units (IUs). Incremental units are the
Figure 1: Example of an IU network: It describes
the processing pipeline of IU s from the ASR results
wordIU through to DialogActIU. Dashed arrows rep-
resent grounded-in links, solid arrows are same level
links.
smallest ’chunks’ of information that can be passed between
connected modules and trigger actions. The length of such
chunks thus determine the level of incrementality of the sys-
tem. Note that modules have to be able to react on three
different states of the IUs: added - indicating that a new
unit has entered the processing module, revoked - indicating
that a previously added unit has been updated or revoked
and committed – indicating that an incremental unit has
been finally committed and will not be changed any more.
After an IU is added to a buffer it is still possible that the
previous module changes its hypothesis. In such a case the
IU is revoked and a new may be generated. If an incremen-
tal unit is marked as committed, it is considered unalterable
and can not be revoked. Importantly, IUs can be part of a
larger unit, e.g. words that can be combined to a phrase.
The IUs have two different kinds of connections. Same level
links connect IUs, which are produced by the same module
and reflect their temporal order. Grounded-in links repre-
sent on which IUs they depend, e.g. a phrase depends on
individual words, thus representing the possibility to build
a hierarchical structure.
Additionally to the processing modules, InproTK pro-
vides listener and informer modules [10] that connect the
speech processing module with other system components,
which send events over the network (generally via a specific
middleware such as the Robotics Service Bus [22]). Listen-
ers receive information from the network, combine this data
into an IU and put them onto their right buffer. Informers
otherwise publish the information of all IUs from their left
buffer.
3.2 Dialog Manager PaMini
PaMini [13] is a framework for assembling mixed-initiative
human-robot interaction from generic interaction patterns
and provides, through the mechanism of interaction pat-
terns, a generic interface to the back-end, i.e. the robot
system. Each interaction pattern describes recurring dialog
structures and is a configurable building block of the inter-
action. It can be understood as a basic unit for grounding
information (also in terms of action) within different kinds of
clarification subroutines, thus avoiding the over-generalizing
concept of presentation-acceptance pairs (as suggested by
Clark [6]) and specifying more specific recurring grounding
patterns. The Interaction Patterns of PaMini can be for-
malized as an extended form of a finite state machine aug-
mented with internal state actions. A schematic graphical
representation of simple action request by the human user
interaction pattern is sown in figure 2. The finite state ma-
chine takes human dialog acts and task events as input and
produces robot dialog acts as output. These dialog acts can
have different modalities, like verbalization, mimic or deictic
gestures. In this example an action request is initiated by
the human. The dialog manager initiates the corresponding
system task, e.g. a grasp action and can notify about the
task state update and acknowledge task execution.
Figure 2: Human Simple Action Request pattern:
The finite state machine describes an action request
initiated by the human. If the state machine enters
the initiate state, the dialog manager initiates the
corresponding system task. Depending on the feed-
back of the respective system component, different
responses from the robot are possible.
For a concrete scenario the interaction patterns have to
be configured. The human dialog acts, robot dialog acts
and the tasks have to specified. During the interaction the
different interaction patterns may be interleaved, which pro-
vides more flexibility. For instance while the robot executes
a grasp action, the human can ask interposed question.
4. CURRENT STATE
The incremental processing toolkit InproTK provides op-
portunities for incremental speech recognition and incremen-
tal speech synthesis. The dialog manager PaMini provides a
generalized description of human-robot interaction structure
and needs events, e.g. speech recognition results, to decide
how the robot should (re-)act. To combine InproTK and
PaMini, we have to integrate some extensions in both sys-
tems.
4.1 InproTK Extensions
InproTK and PaMini can both communicate via the Ro-
botics Service Bus (RSB), a message-oriented, event-driven
communication middleware [22]. InproTK has the concept
of informers, which allows to publish informations e.g. via
RSB. For the communication with the dialog manger PaMini
some kind of dialog acts needed to be sent. As explained in
[10] only strings can be sent by these informers. We created
a new custom data type dialog act for the communication via
RSB. A dialog act can be in state added, revoked, updated or
committed, corresponding to the states of IUs in InproTK.
We implemented a new informer for sending this dialog act
via RSB. Also a new module for the dialog act generation
was needed. For the first step we implemented a simple
dialog act generation based on keyword-spotting.
Another extension is a new listener, which receives the
verbalization output from PaMini. It splits incoming ver-
balizations into small phrases and passes its outcome to the
incremental speech synthesis (iSS) module. Furthermore the
listener can stop the speech synthesis by revoking the IUs
from the right buffer of its following processing module.
4.2 PaMini Extensions
Normally, PaMini processes human input as following:
When human input is received, the dialog manager checks
whether the given human input matches one of the config-
ured interaction patterns. If no pattern matches with the
given input, PaMini starts a clarification strategy, e.g. trig-
gers a pattern that asks the human to repeat the utterance.
PaMini in the original incarnation cannot handle incremen-
tal input, for instance input which is not based on a complete
utterance and may be updated or revoked.
In our first step towards integrating incremental speech
processing in the dialog process we have addressed the fol-
lowing two issues: (1) For the communication with InproTK,
PaMini has to distinguish between the different states of the
incoming dialog acts (i.e. added, revoked, updated, commit-
ted). (2) In order to allow the user to interrupt the robot,
system components (pertaining to both, verbal as well as
non-verbal actions) need to be interruptable during execu-
tion.
We addressed the first issue by extending PaMini to react
to different states of dialog acts. In the first implementa-
tion, PaMini only reacts to input whose state is committed.
For this, we created a new input source in PaMini that re-
acts on the dialog acts of InproTK. If the incoming dialog
act is committed, then the input can be processed as usual.
Otherwise a more careful processing strategy is needed. De-
pending on the input we can possibly produce some output,
but we have to take into account that the dialog act may be
revoked, when the dialog act generation module changes its
hypothesis based on new input.
In order to achieve interruptability, we integrated a new
interaction pattern, which makes it possible to stop a current
verbalization (and is extendable to other system actions). If
this pattern is triggered, it sends an appropriate command to
the listener module of InproTK. This clears the left buffer
of the incremental speech synthesis module, leading to a in-
terrupted synthesis.
Figure 3: Processing pipeline and communication
between InproTK, PaMini, other system compo-
nents and the human. It is explain in more detail in
section 4.3. The white modules are extensions ex-
plained in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Dashed modules are
not yet integrated.
4.3 Architecture
Figure 3 gives an overview of the architecture, starting
with the microphone input through to the speaker output
(bottom right corner). The microphone input is used by the
incremental speech recognition module (ASR) of InproTK,
which produces incremental units. These results are pro-
cessed by the natural language understanding module (NLU),
which provides its outcomes to the dialog act generation
module (DAG). These dialog acts are sent by the dialog act
informer via RSB and interpreted by PaMini. Other sensors
such as the cameras of the robot can also perceive the hu-
man and send additional informations to the dialog manger.
The discourse operator of PaMini receives this input and
processes it in sequence. It activates a suitable interaction
pattern and depending on the configuration of this pattern a
robot dialog act is produced. If the robot dialog act contains
a verbalization output, a say task is sent via RSB and fur-
ther processed by the incremental speech synthesis module
(iSS) of InproTK. Other outputs such as facial expressions
or other system tasks (e.g. a grasp action) are sent to the
H: Hello Flobi.
(When the human starts speaking, the robot im-
mediately starts to raise its head.)
R: Hello. Nice to meet you.
H: Tell me something about yourself.
R: My name is Flobi and I’m an anthropomorphic
robot had and I’m able to to show ...
H: Stop, that is enough. (Interaction pattern is in-
terrupted and reset)
R: Ok.
Table 1: Interaction example between the human
(H) and the robot (R).
corresponding system component. To move the robots lips
synchronously with the speech synthesis, a first synchroniza-
tion between the hardware control and the sound synthesis
can easily be applied at this level.
4.4 First Scenario
We implemented a first very basic scenario for testing the
processing pipeline and as proof of concept for our approach.
An interaction example between the human and the robot
is shown in table 1. In this first scenario the robot is rather
reactive. The user can greet or say good bye and can give
some instructions (e.g. ”tell me something about yourself”).
With the current architecture the robots behavior is now
more interactive. It is able to give a first basic feedback
based on the speech processing and furthermore the user is
able to give online feedback. The robot platform ”Flobi”
[12], an anthropomorphic robot head which is able to show
facial expressions, is used. This makes it possible to produce
multimodal output. As can been seen in figure 3 we can use
the robot head (left) or its simulation (right).
New interaction opportunities emerge from the integra-
tion of the incremental speech synthesis (iSS) module of In-
proTK. Previously it was impossible to interrupt an ongo-
ing robot verbalization. A dialog act can have any number
of utterances, but the dialog manager had no opportunity to
interrupt its own current robot dialog act. The new interac-
tion pattern allows such an interruption by the user saying
something like ”stop, that’s enough”.
The incremental results of the speech recognition allow the
system to react faster. As a first approach the robot gives
nonverbal feedback to the human. An obvious use case is
to empathize attention. If the incoming dialog act has the
state added the robot can react even though the dialog act
may be revoked. In this case the robot shows attention, e.g.
looks at the person to demonstrate responsiveness.
5. OUTLOOK AND CHALLENGES
PaMini provides us with generalized interaction model-
ing capabilities and InproTK allows us to use incremental
processing. On the basis of this first combination and exten-
sion of PaMini and InproTK new possibilities in modeling
human-robot interaction are achievable. These allow more
natural interactions, but also lead to new challenges in dia-
log modeling and overall system architecture. In conclusion
this means that every component needs to handle incremen-
tal information to achieve closed loop behavior in its area of
responsibility.
5.1 Benefits
An incremental dialog manager allows multiple improve-
ments. First of all, the system has the possibility to give
quicker feedback. The human input is processed earlier,
which makes it possible to react while the person is still
speaking. Listening behavior (e.g. nodding) can be triggered
based on the speech understanding and not only focused on
low level features (like voice pitch), which previously could
lead to contradictory situations with positive, concurrent
feedback and later negative feedback.
Furthermore other feedback is conceivable. Resuming the
human-robot interaction from the beginning of this paper,
different robot actions become possible before the complete
task is completely verbalized. If the human starts to give the
robot an assignment, the accomplishment may be initiated
although not all information for completion is available. For
instance the robot can prepare a grasp task and bring its
gripper arm into the right position during the instruction.
Even if the task is ambiguous and multiple different objects
could be grasped, the robot can start to prepare grasping
the one most likely to be the one that’s intended. During
this preparation a clarification procedure can be performed.
For example the robot can ask the human directly or use
other modalities. Watching the person during the grasp
may prompt the interaction partner to give online correc-
tions or resolve uncertainties. While the robot prepares its
grasp, the human can give additional information or cor-
rect the robots behavior. Furthermore new possibilities of
action planning emerge. Potentially planning components
could evaluate possibilities even though the specification of
the task is still incomplete.
5.2 Challenges
This new interaction possibilities give rise to new chal-
lenges in system modeling. First of all the dialog manage-
ment has to deal with adaption or retraction of dialog acts.
It is still possible, that the dialog manager only reacts to
unalterable results, but for closed feedback loops it is neces-
sary to also react to incomplete incremental results in some
reasonable way. When such an incremental result was wrong
and needs to be revoked, the system should be able to revert
unnecessary actions and possible comment on them.
For the dialog management to handle such situations, the
concept of interaction pattern needs to be extended. In some
cases it can be sufficient to take a step backwards in the
process flow of an interaction pattern, e.g. if the correspond-
ing output is not yet produced. However besides that, it
could be necessary to ”repair” an already performed dialog
output. This can happen in various ways. For verbal self-
repairs, there are different strategies, like saying ”Excuse me,
I mean...”. But at the latest when other actions were trig-
gered, for instance the systems grasp planning component
was instructed to start an action, verbal self-repairs are not
sufficient. In this case the action has to be stopped and the
old system status has to be restored. The grasp planning
component in this example has to move the gripper back
into a safe position. In order to realize this, feedback and
interruption capabilities are mandatory for all system com-
ponents, which are involved in the incremental process.
When planning with incomplete task specifications, a bal-
ance must be found between the benefit of fast task comple-
tion and the costs of repairing overhasty actions. Resuming
the grasp action, the planning component has to determine
how far the grasp can be performed while achieving this
balance.
Another challenge is the synchronization of the dialog out-
put. Because of the faster feedback it is even more important
to synchronize the different output modalities. PaMini itself
does not provide capabilities for the simultaneous execution
of different modalities of the same robot dialog act. The ex-
ecution system components have to take the responsibility
for it. Therefor the actuators of InproTK (e.g. the synthe-
sis module) and the other actuators of the system (e.g. head
movement control) have to be closely connected.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a proof of concept for an approach to
combine two different dialog systems to realize incremen-
tal processing and modeling of asynchronous human-robot
interactions. Both systems have been presented separately
and the necessary extensions for their first functional in-
teraction have been propound. Furthermore we described
an initial interaction scenario using the new interaction and
modeling possibilities. At last we gave an outline and dis-
cussed various benefits and challenges, which are implicated
by this new possibilities of interaction.
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